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Several sufficient conditions are developed for controllability of the perturbed 
quasi-linear system JE = A(t, x, 21)x + B(t, x, U)U + f(t, x, u). In particular, 
these reduce to conditions on the perturbation function f which guarantee that 
if the linear system i = A(t)x + B(t) I( is controllable, then the system 
.C =: -4(t)x + B(t)u + f (t, x, u) is controllable. These conditions are growth 
conditions in (x, U) and are obtained by solving a system of nonlinear integral 
equations. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
The problem of the controllability of a linear control system 
i- = A(t) x + B(t) u 
defined on a bounded interval I = [t ,, , tl] has been studied by various 
authors (see [l] for references). In this paper we examine the controllability 
of nonlinear systems which are perturbations of system (I), 
R = A(t) x + B(t) 24 +f(t, x, u). 
In particular, we determine several sufficient conditions on the function f 
so that if system (1) is controllable then system (2) is controllable. These 
conditions are then extended to obtain sufficient conditions for controllability 
of the perturbed quasi-linear system 
3”. = d(t, x, 24) x + qt, x, u) u + f(t, x, 24). 
This problem has been examined by several authors [4-l 11. Linear 
perturbations were studied by Dauer [I] and Lobry [2, 31. Lukes [5] showed 
that if system (1) is controllable and if the functionf is bounded, then system 
(2) is controllable. The case where the functionf(t, X) is independent of the 
control parameter II was considered by 1’idyasagar [6]. He showed that if the 
function : f ; grows slower than 1 s ~ as 1 x I becomes large, then the control- 
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lability of system (1) implies that of system (2). Aronsson [7, 81 obtained this 
type of result using similar growth conditions on functions f(t, x, u) which 
satisfy Lipschitz conditions. Dauer [9, lo] considered the problem of bounded 
perturbations of controllable systems of the form 9 = /I(t) s + k(t, u). 
Kartsatos [ll] obtained sufficient conditions for controllability of the 
perturbed quasi-linear system (3). 
Section 3 contains our main results for the perturbed linear system (2). 
We obtain several conditions on the function f which guarantee that if 
system (1) is controllable then system (2) is controllable. Our approach, 
motivated by the approach used by Vidyasagar, is to define the control 
function by an appropriate nonlinear integral equation. With this approach it 
is not necessary to assume any Lipschitz conditions on f. Therefore solutions 
corresponding to specific controllers are not unique a priori. 
In Section 4 we extend these results to obtain sufficient conditions for 
controllability of the perturbed quasilinear system (3). This extension was 
motivated by the result of Kartsatos [l 11. However, our results use a criterion 
for controllability of quasi-linear systems which is a generalization of the one 
developed by Davison and Kunze [12]. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
We will restrict ourselves to considering the case of controllability using 
continuous control functions. Hence we will assume our systems are continu- 
ous. This assumption simplifies our arguments somewhat. However, the 
following results remain true for systems that satisfy Caratheodore-type 
conditions as can be easily seen by following the corresponding approach 
from the theory of integral equations (see [13, pp. 652-6561). 
The state vector function x is n-dimensional, the control vector function u 
is m-dimensional, and A and B are n x n and n x m matrix functions which 
are continuous on I. Assume the perturbation function f : I x En x Em -+ En, 
Euclidean n-space, is continuous. Let X be the fundamental matrix solution 
of 8 = A(t) z such that X(t,,) is the identity matrix. 
System (2) is said to be completely controllable if for every x,, , x1 E En there 
exists a continuous control function II: 1-t Em such that a solution of 
k = A(t) x + B(t) u(t) + f (C x, u(t)>, x(to> = x0 
satisfies x(tJ = x, . 
Let the n x n matrix W be defined by 
W = 1 x-‘(s) B(s) B(s)* %1(s)* ds, 
‘I 
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where D* denotes the transpose of D. Then it is well known that system (1) 
is completely controllable (with continuous controls) if and only if W is 
positive definite [ 141. 
The following condition is the fundamental growth condition used in the 
proofs of our results and is applied to continuous functions g: K x Ep ---f Enl, 
where K is a subset of Eb: 
(G) For every pair of constants c, d there is a constant P such that if 
: 2’ 1 < Y, then c 1 g(w, et)1 + d < Y for all w E K. 
It is easy to see that condition (G) implies that the function g is not linear 
in o. We say that g is bounded locally in z.’ if for every r > 0 there exists a 
constant N such that j g(w, et)1 < N for every u’ E K, 1 z’ I :< Y. If g satisfies 
condition (G) then g is bounded locally in z’. To see this, take c = 1 and let 
{d,} be an unbounded sequence of positive numbers. If g satisfies condition 
(G) then there exist numbers r* 2 d,, such that 1 g(w, zq)i :< I’, - d, for all 
zu E K, / zy 1 < r, . Since {r,J is unbounded it follows that g is bounded locally 
in e. The next result relates condition (G) to the hypotheses of our theorems. 
PROPOSITION 1. If the function g is bounded local& in z’ and satisfies 
(Lv) limj,;_,, 1 g(w, ~)l/l z’ ] = 0 uni orm v f ! in w E K, then g satis$es 
condition (G). 
Proof. Define 
a((r) = sup{1 g(w, z,)l: w E K, / 2’ / S: r>. 
Since g is bounded locally in z’, for each r E [0, “o) we have 0 -< a(r) < ‘CC. 
JVe now show that condition (Lv) implies 
li+% cx(Y)/T = 0. (4) 
To see this suppose not. Then there would exist a constant E > 0 and an 
unbounded sequence {YJ such that for every sufficiently large r, , say 
rn Z> N, we have a(rn)/rR > E. However, condition (Lv) implies that iV can be 
chosen sufficiently large that if 1 zl 1 3 N then I g(w, zj)j,/ z’ I < E for all 
w E K. Since a(N) < co, choose r, > N sufficiently large that a(N)/r, < E. 
Then for all r satisfying N < I P 1 ,( r,, we have 
Hence CL(Y,$Y~ < 6. This contradiction implies Eq. (4) is satisfied. Therefore, 
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let c, d be given, and choose r > 2d sufficiently large that OL(T)/Y < (2c)-l. 
Then 
4~) + d d r, 
and so condition (G) is satisfied. 
3. PERTURBED LINEAR SYSTEMS 
Choose x,, , x1 E En and let % = X-l(t,) .rr - LX,. Suppose the pair of 
functions X, u forms a solution pair to the set of nonlinear integral equations 
u(t) = B(t)* X-l(t)* W-l [? - J; X-l(s)f(s, x(s), u(s)) ds] , (5) 
x(t) = x’(t) x0 + X(t) j-1 X-l(s) [B(s) u(s) +f(s, x(s), +))I ds. (6) 
Then u is a continuous control function on I and x is a solution of system (2) 
corresponding to u. Further, x(t,) = 3co and 
&) = X(tl) x0 + A-(tl) WW-l [F - J; X-l(s) f(s, x(s), u(s)) ds] 
+ X(h) j-T X-l(s) fh .+)>49) ds 
= X(tl) [so + q 
= x1 .
With this in mind our goal will be to determine conditions which guarantee 
the existence of a solution pair for the set of integral equations (5) (6). The 
following result is in this direction. 
THEOREM 1. Assume that the continuous function f satisfies the condition 
uniformly for t E I. If system (1) is completely controllable, then system (2) is 
completely controllable. 
Proof. Assume that system (1) is completely controllable, choose x0, 
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jc, E E”, and define % = X-l(t,) x, - 3~s. Let % denote the Banach space of 
continuous functions (.r, u): I+ En x En’ with the usual sup norm, 
11(x, u)II = sup{/ x(t), u(t))]: t EI). 
Define a continuous operator T on %? as follows. For each (2~, u) E V let 
T(x, u) = (n, zq), where 
z(t) = B(t)* x-l(t)* m-1 [z - L Ay)f(S, s(s), u(s)) ds] , 
z(t) = X(t) x0 + X(t) ( A-‘(s) [B(s) z’(s) t- f(S, s(s), u(s))] ds. 
?rJow take 
k = max{li X/I . I/ X-lB 11 (tl - to), I>, 
cl = 4k 11 B*2-l* I/ . 1 W-1 1 . I/ A-’ Ii (tl - to), 
dl = 4k /I B*X?* 11 . j W-l I . 1 f 1 , 
c2 = 4 II XII * II x-’ II (h - 4A 
d~=4IIXII~I~oI> 
f = max{c, , c,), 
d = max{d, , d2j-. 
By Proposition 1, there exists a constant Y such that if 1(x, a)/ < Y and s E I 
then 
c If(s, x, 41 + d < y. 
So let %‘, = ((CC, U) E 59: /1(x, u)il ,< Y), then if (x, U) E V?,. we have 
Hence 
II 72 ‘I< (4k)-1 [dl + Cl y I f@ 44, mN 
< (4W1 [d + c yip I f(~, 44 WI1 
< (4k)-1 Y < Y/4. 
‘1 z /i < d,,‘4 + h 1’ 2’ !I $ (c,/4) S~F j f(~, S(S), u(s))’ 
< di4 + r ‘4 + (c/4) sulp I f(~, .r(s), u(s))’ 
< Y/2. 
Therefore, T maps V, into itself. In fact, T maps the convex closure of 
T[?s?~] into itself. Since f is bounded on V+. , T[%,.] is equicontinuous and the 
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Schauder-Tychonoff theorem [13] shows that T has a fixed point in V,. . This 
fixed point (x, U) of T is a solution pair of the set of integral equations (5), (6). 
Since x,, , x1 are arbitrary, system (2) is completely controllable. 
The following corollary has also been obtained by Lukes [5, Theorem 2.11. 
It should be noted that Lukes was able to show that for perturbations of 
autonomous systems, the initial and terminal values of the control function 
can be prescribed arbitrarily. 
COROLLARY. Suppose 1 f (t, x, u)l is bounded on I x Eiz x Efr”, and system 
(1) is completely controllable, then system (2) is completely controllable. 
The next theorem relaxes the growth condition on f for large x but imposes 
a local behavior restriction on f near x = 0. 
THEOREM 2. Suppose system (1) is completely controllable, and the continu- 
ous function f is bounded locally in u (for (t, x) E I x En) and satisfies the 
following two conditions. 
(Lu) ,?‘,F% ‘f(:‘f,’ ‘)’ = 0 uniformly in (t, x) E I x En. 
(F) For each r > 0 there exists a constant L such that for every t E I, 
XEE”, Iuj <r we have ]f(t,x,u)I <Ljxj. 
Then system (2) is completely controllable. 
Proof. We will again show that the operator T defined in the proof of 
Theorem 1 has a fixed point in V. Let K, ci , and d1 be defined as in the proof 
of Theorem 1. From Proposition 1 choose r such that if 1 u 1 < r then 
cl I f (s, x, u)l + d1 < r 
for all (t, x) E I i< En. Let the constant L satisfy condition (F) for this r 
and fix t, < t, . Choose p > 8 /j XII . 11 X-l ]I L sufficiently large that 
e-~(tu-tz) < r(8 11 XII . / x0 I)-‘. Define the norm on V by 
11(x, u)III, = sup{1 u(t)1 + e-p(t--tp) I x(t)l: t, < t < tl}. 
Since the two norms on G9 are equivalent the operator T is continuous. Let 
erD = {(x, u) E V: 11(x, u)& < r}, 
and denote T(x, u) = (a, z) for (,t’, U) E %,.D. The selection of r implies that 
11 v 11 < (4k)-l r < r/4. 
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Hence for each t E 1 we have 
z(t)s zz: ~ s I~ . I so 1 + k 11 w I! c ll s 1 . j, S--I jl if .fcs, .+), +))I ds 
- to 
Therefore, for t E I 
Hence T maps %‘,D into itself. Since TIVTo] is equicontinuous, the Schauder- 
Tychonoff theorem shows that T has a fixed point in %‘,o. The result of 
Theorem 2 then follows. 
Remark. The hypotheses of these results could be stated in terms of 
condition (G). 
4. PERTURBATIONS OF QUASI-LINEAR SYSTEMS 
The results of the preceding section can be extended to perturbations of 
nonlinear systems of the form 
k 1 A(t, x, 24) x + B(t, s, 24) u. (7) 
We assume that A and B are continuous and that there are constants Mr , 
Mz satisfying 
I A(t, x, u)l < fif, , 1 B(t, x, u)l < A& 
for all (t, x, U) E I x En x Em. Hence system (1) is a special case of system 
(7). For (x, U) E 5Y we let X(t; x, u) denote the fundamental matrix solution of 
f = A(t, r(t), u(t)) z such that X(t,; ,T, U) is the identity matrix. Therefore, 
there are constants Q1 , Qz such that 
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for all (t, X, u) EI x 59. Let the n x 71 matrix W(x, u) be defined for each 
(x, 4 E v by 
W(x, u) = j-I A-‘( s; x, u) B(s, x(s), u(s)) B(s, x(s), u(s)* X?(s; s, u)* ds. 
The hypothesis corresponding to the controllability of system (7) is given 
by the following condition. 
(C) There exists a positive constant D such that the determinant of 
W(x, 24) satisfies 
det W(x, u) > D for all (x, u) E %. 
For examples and a discussion of the applicability of this criterion when A 
and B do not depend on the control variable II, see [12, Sections 5-71. Note 
that condition (C) and the boundedness assumptions on A and B imply that 
1 W-l(x, u)l is uniformly bounded on V. Therefore, if we redefine the operator 
T from the proof of Theorem 1 in a corresponding manner for the perturbed 
quasi-linear system 
it = A(t, x, u) x + B(t, x, u) u +f(t, x, u), 
then the proofs of Section 3 extend to give the following result. 
(8) 
THEOREM 3. Suppose the continuous function f satisfies the hypotheses of 
either Theorem 1 or Theorem 2. If system (7) satisjies condition (C), then system 
(8) is completely controllable. 
Remark. By taking f = 0 it follows that condition (C) is sufficient for 
system (7) to be completely controllable. This extends the condition devel- 
oped by Davison and Kunze [12]. 
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